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ABSTRACT 
 

Modern telemetry and data streams are often encrypted. The majority of range testing 
activities require multiple ground stations to collect these streams and send them to a 
central processing location. Each of these streams currently needs to be individually 
decrypted before best source selection, processing and analysis. Using innovative 
techniques, it is possible to time correlate these encrypted streams, compare them with 
each other and create an output stream of better quality than any of the individual 
streams. This stream can then be decrypted by a single decryption device, greatly 
reducing cost and complexity. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Launch or testing of aircraft, vehicles and munitions can extend thousands of square 
miles.  Often, it is impractical to acquire telemetry using only one or two reception sites. 
Many ranges have a dozen or more such sites, and a test article may cross multiple ranges 
to complete a test. Additionally, more and more tests involve telemetry that has been 
encrypted by the test article. 
 
Today’s approach to recovering telemetry data is to receive the data at multiple remote 
sites, send these data streams to a central location, decrypt the incoming streams from 
each receiving site, and perform post-decryption best source selection to determine the 
best incoming stream, usually based on frame sync lock. Often, entire frames are lost 
when switching from one incoming stream to another. 
 
The Encrypted Correlating Source Selector (ECSS) uses advanced processing techniques, 
to do bit-by-bit comparisons, correlation and weighted voting on each incoming stream in 
real time, before decryption and frame synchronization. The ECSS determines the correct 
value of each bit and provides a single output stream with the best possible data, without 
a loss of data, reducing the need for expensive decryptors. 
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OVERVIEW OF APPROACH 
 

The first step in determining the best output stream is time alignment of all incoming 
streams. In order for bit-by-bit comparisons to take place, it is essential to compare the 
proper bits from each stream. After time alignment, voting on bit values takes place, 
determining the proper value.  Finally, the best stream is output to a single decryptor for 
processing.  See Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1 - ECSS Overview 

 
 

TIME ALIGNMENT 
 

Many algorithms exist for time alignment. Most approaches depend on a frame sync 
pattern, a repeating pattern a few bytes long indicating the start of a new frame. When the 
data is encrypted by the test article, the frame sync pattern is usually encrypted as well, 
eliminating a repeating pattern.   
 
It is still useful to use pattern matching to perform time alignment. By selecting a random 
set of bits, a pseudo-frame sync pattern can be used to determine skew between incoming 
streams. The randomness of encrypted data is actually a help in this situation, as it 
reduces the possibility of false positives. Assuming the incoming streams are received at 
30 Mbps, a 32-bit pattern would handle approximately 137 seconds of skew between 
reception sites. This should be more than acceptable for any possible test scenario.  
Realignment of the streams would need to occur periodically to assure proper data output. 
See Figures 2 through 5 for an example of time alignment. 
 
Because data can become corrupted from fades or blockages, the ECSS uses a “fuzzy” 
match between streams. For example, a pair of patterns with a correlation of 0.950 could 
be considered a match. 
 
By comparing each stream to every other stream, the maximum latency between the 
streams can be determined. Based on latency requirements, output could be suspended 
until proper voting could take place, or alternatively the data from the first incoming 
stream could be sent immediately after acquisition, with the data rate reduced to allow the 
additional streams to “catch up”. 
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Figure 2 - Unaligned incoming streams 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3 - Reference Bits Selected 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4 - Attempted Correlation of Streams 
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Figure 5 - Successful Calculation of Time Skew Between Streams 

 
 

BIT RECOVERY 
 

After all streams are aligned, the ECSS performs voting to determine the proper output. 
Only streams that could be properly aligned with other streams are considered. For 
example, if we have 5 incoming streams, and streams 1 through 4 were properly aligned 
with each other, and stream 5 could not be aligned with the other streams, stream 5 would 
not be used in voting. 
 

 
 

Figure 6 - Simple Majority Voting 
 
 
In the simplest case, all streams contain the same bit, so that bit is passed on to the 
output. Only slightly more complicated is a majority vote, e.g. three streams match out of 
four (see Figure 6). When a tie exists because there is an even number of aligned streams, 
other data is required to make a decision. 
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The approach of the ECSS to this problem is to weigh each stream according to a set of 
metrics, which could include: 
 

• AGC 
• Eb/N0  
• Stream history 
• Timeline weighting 

 
AGC, provided by the receiver, can be used to detect fades or blockages in the overall 
stream. The Eb/N0 value would be provided by the bit synchronizer, and could be 
provided either per bit, or per set of bits. In the case of two streams, one with a bit value 
of “very weak 0” and the other with “very strong 1”, the vote would result in an output of 
1. 
 
A history of each stream can also be recorded. After the proper output value is 
determined, it can be compared to the value of each stream.  Metrics of the accuracy of 
each stream are then recorded.  For example, stream 1 may have had 480 out of the last 
500 bits correct.  Stream 2 on the other hand, had 495 out of the last 500 correct.  At the 
time of voting for the next output bit, stream 2 will be weighted slightly stronger than 
stream 1 (see Figure 7). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7 - Majority Vote with History Weighting Applied 
 
 
Given the expected route of a test article, weighting can be applied to each of the 
reception sites before the test. Assume it was known, for instance, that the test instrument 
would be flying directly over reception site A for the first 30 seconds of the flight, and 
thereafter site A would have no reception. A timeline could be configured to give site A 
strong weighting during that time frame, and afterwards voting rights would be revoked.  
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Using a combination of these, and possibly other, weighting schemes, it is possible to 
establish the best possible output of the given input streams. Because each bit is voted on, 
there is no loss in data when a stream loses reception. The invalid stream will be 
effectively removed from voting based on a poor history of correctness. 
 

 
ADDITIONAL ENHANCEMENTS 

 
Integration with a bit synchronizer that can provide Eb/N0 is highly desirable for 
maximum confidence in output quality. To help facilitate time alignment, it is 
advantageous that the Eb/N0 data is received as a separate stream, and can thus be used 
only for voting. 
 
Additionally, with the switchover from direct links from remote stations to a switched 
Ethernet network, the idea of transmitting received data, along with Eb/N0 over the 
network is quite appealing. A product such as RT Logic’s T500MX[1] is useful in 
transmitting the data over the network. A RT Logic Mux can be installed at each remote 
receiving station to packetize received data along with corresponding Eb/N0. The ECSS, 
connected to the network, can receive those packets and reconstruct the PCM streams to 
be compared. A mix of network streams and standard PCM streams could also be 
accommodated. A single stream can then be output to the decryptor.  See Figure 8. 
    

 
 

Figure 8 - System with IP Capabilities 
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CONCLUSION 
 

The ECSS performs time alignment, bit-by-bit comparisons/correlation and weighted 
voting of multiple encrypted input streams, to create an output stream that is better 
quality that any of the input streams. Combining all input streams while the data is still 
encrypted greatly reduces the number of expensive decryptors required. 
 
 

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
 

AGC Automatic Gain Correction 
Eb/N0 Energy of a bit compared to noise 
ECSS Encrypted Correlating Source Selector 
Mbps Megabits per second 
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